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 Energy 

 

 

Thermal                 Sound                           Nuclear                  Light                  Chemical                         Electrical 

 energy that comes from *  energy that travels in      *  stored energy (potential) in      *  travels in waves        *  stored energy (potential)    *  current electricity 

the movement of atoms     waves when matter          the nucleus of an atom       *  you can see it          in the bonds of atoms is the flow of     

or molecules       vibrates.           between the bonds of protons    *  travels in a straight,           and molecules  negatively (-) 

 use a thermometer F°, C°,   *  You can hear it          and nutrons            narrow beam (ray)      *  fuels our movement  charged particles 

K° to measure heat    *  can be absorbed (soft)      *  fission – split the nucleus of         *  reflects or bounces off      work, or change  called electrons 

 Heat travels in three ways:  *  travels in all directions           uranium         *  different lengths of light *  when bonds are formed    *  flows through 

1) conduction: the flow of   *  high pitches vibrate       *  fusion – combine the nuclei             make different colors          or broken, energy is  wires 

heat when objects touch      quickly           of helium        *  transparent – clear;             released              *  D.C. -- direct 

or inside the object   *  low pitches vibrate         *  pros (+) and cons (-) to its          see through        *  transfers to kinetic                 current flows 

2) radiation: the flow of heat      slowly                          safety        *  translucent – scatters         energy              *  A.C. – alternating 

in small bundles (distance)  *  measure sound w/       *  transfers to electrical            light; blurry        *  food                  current changes 

3) convection: the flow of       volume       *  heat and light energy (kinetic)     *  opaque – absorbs       *  batteries                  direction (back 

heat in current gas or liquid  *  your eardrum helps you    *  electricity                                              light; can’t see through  * fossil fuels: (petro)  and forth) 

 transfers        hear        *  defense weapons       *  sun – live plants, 02           oil, gas, coal             *  created in power 

 examples: hot cocoa, rubbing  *  human communication     *  medicine        *  artificial – light bulbs        * biomass   plant 

hands together, sun, fire,   *  music        *  healing        *  rainbow (different lengths)  *wood/fire             *  wind, hydropower, 

greenhouse, spaghetti pot,   *  echolocation (bats,          *  glass (transparent)           *  gasoline   biomass, uranium, 

fan         dolphins, whales)          *  lasers            *  make electricity  fossil fuels, geo- 

     *  medicine – ultrasound            thermal  

     *  sonar                             (mechanical – A.C.) 

     *  hunting                        *  see by light 

                             *  battery 

                             * D.T.E 

                             * communicate 

                               telegraph, phone, 

                               internet,  

                             * ESSENTIAL 
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